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A region between sea and mountain
just waiting to be explored!
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COTEDAZUR- Sport and Nature

Pratical guide

Upon arriving in the Riviera in winter, the snowy peaks of the Mercantour
provide an immediately visible and somewhat unexpected feast for the
eyes. In this region, while the sea draws visitors in droves, the Alps remain a
novelty waiting to be explored.
The Côte d'Azur conjures up images of the cities of Cannes, Nice, Antibes,
Grasse and Menton, yet 80% of the region's surface area is comprised of
mountainous zones protected by the Mercantour National Park and the
Parc Naturel Régional des Préalpes d'Azur, which lie side by side with the
Mediterranean, turning this French region into a sweeping open-air sports
ground all year round.
The Côte d’Azur's geographical peculiarities mean that its highest peaks
(reaching 3,000 m) are located less than 90 minutes away from the coast in
an exceptional natural environment enclosed between the sea and the
mountains.
An exceptional calendar...
In addition, the region boasts an incredibly prestigious line-up of events
featuring what are known as leisure sports, in particular. The concept of
leisure emerged as soon as the Côte d’Azur's tourism industry was born, with
remarkable events quickly organised on the Riviera to become the
fantastic fixtures visitors appreciate today: the Monaco Grand Prix,
traditional boat regattas, international tennis championships, golf courses
designed by the most prestigious of names and equestrian competitions.
The goal is an ambitious one: "to turn the Alpes-Maritimes region into a hub
of outdoor sports!"
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In this haven of outdoor sports, the Alpes-Maritimes General Council has
declared the year 2015 to be the year of outdoor sports!
A museum dedicated to sport!
The unmissable National Sports Museum is located in the heart of Nice's
Allianz Riviera stadium, where sports enthusiasts can see the iconic items
that have left their mark on the history of sport.

With winter and skiing activities comes the challenge of encouraging clients
to discover the quality of the region's slopes, and particularly international
resorts, as well as the Village Resorts of the Southern Alps or resorts boasting
slopes that feature sea views - all of which combine to create the
Destination's unique appeal.
By combining the concepts of "sport" and "nature", we are also showcasing
the many commitments made with respect to the environment: on the
coast, this is illustrated by the Pélagos marine mammal sanctuary, while in
the mountains, the spotlight is on action taken by the national and regional
Parks.
This Côte d’Azur Sport and Nature press kit invites you to take a closer look
at a protected, unspoilt Côte d’Azur and its year-round open-air facilities.

@M.Erlich

A client loyalty-building strategy, an image overhaul and holiday offers...
Considering the favourable weather conditions enjoyed by the Côte
d'Azur, all of these sports activities are likely to appeal to clients all year
round and particularly in winter.

@Delvaux
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A full sports programme

COTEDAZUR
Outdoor Sports

The ultimate sports line-up...
Most sports imaginable are available here. The following line-up of
activities are available to enjoy all year round on the Côte d’Azur:
Jogging along the Cap de Nice,
Biking along the coastline,
Nordic walking among the red rocks of the Estérel,
Mountain-biking in Mercantour,
Road biking through the valleys, each completely different from the
last, via a handful of renowned passes, including the Col de Turini,
Horse-riding in the midst of the region's Pre-Alpine plains, down the
back road trails around Puget Théniers, and much more,
White water sports in Estéron or La Roya,
Climbing the Le Baou de Saint Jeannet,
Sailing departing from the Côte d'Azur's many authentic ports,
Diving in the region's bays,
Golf at one of the Côte d’Azur's 20 courses
Skiing in one of the Côte d'Azur's international resorts,
Snowshoe trekking, igloo-building, dog sledding, ice climbing and
many more activities for snow sport enthusiasts.

Sports calendar
All of the département's sports events are listed in the online calendar at
www.cotedazur-tourisme.com
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Good to know…
Transport
The Alpes-Maritimes' public transport policy benefits everyone, allowing
visitors to cross the entire département for just 1.5 euros per trip (bus and
tram).
In addition, the Rando-bus and Bus 100% Neige buses run depending on
the season, allowing visitors on the coast to access mountainous areas for
skiing or walking.
Finally, over the past few years the City of Nice has been developing
private transport options with the addition of electric car-sharing and selfservice bike schemes.

This single electronic pass provides access to all the most attractive sights
the Cote d’Azur has to offer and saves you money.
Your key to the Destination, the COTEDAZUR-CARD® provides access to the
main cultural and tourist sights on the Cote d’Azur and an extremely
diversified range of sporting, fun and creative activities, from the sea to the
mountains.
From Menton to Saint-Raphael (including Monaco), from the coast of the
Riviera to the peaks of the Mercantour Massif, over 130 “all-inclusive”
activities... as well as advantages and exclusive gifts for you.

THE COTEDAZUR-CARD® OFFERS YOU THE ENTIRE COTE D’AZUR!

Informations & prices on www.cotedazur-card.com
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Côte d’Azur TRAIL
RUNNING

This ULTRA-TRAIL® COTE D’AZUR MERCANTOUR will be in direct competition
with the most prestigious competitions in the field, such as the ULTRA TRAIL
DU MONT BLANC and the Grand Raid in Réunion, better-known as the
DIAGONALE DES FOUS, or the 'Madmen's Diagonal'.
The event's sponsors and ambassadors are Sylvain and Sébastien Camus,
Côte d’Azur locals and leading international names in trail running.
www.ultratrail06.com/AN/index.htm

Trail running is a sport that involves surpassing your limits in a heady
combination of both physical exertion and nature.
Thanks to extensive media coverage of some of the most iconic trails
around, this sport's image has also experienced something of a boost.
The Alpes-Maritimes General Council decided to include the ULTRA-TRAIL®
COTE D’AZUR MERCANTOUR in its list of recurring sports events, with the first
edition to be held in 2015.

New in 2015 – Event
ULTRA TRAIL Côte d’Azur Mercantour
The ultimate open-air experience, reflecting the very essence of the AlpesMaritimes département itself - suspended between sea and mountain.
Taking place on 4, 5 and 6 September 2015, the ULTRA-TRAIL® COTE D’AZUR
MERCANTOUR starts at the Bay of Angels in Nice and ends in Saint-MartinVésubie.
The route will take in iconic peaks such as the Mont Chauve, the Férion, the
Archas, the Cime de la Valette de Prals and the Pépoiri (2,674 metres) - the
highest point of the race. An experience designed for the bravest of
athletes and a unique opportunity to showcase another side of the Côte
d’Azur!
The event will be a world-first, as no other Ultra-Trail has ever started by the
sea.
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Unmissable event
The Challenge Trail Nature 06
From February to November
In 2015: 8th edition
14 dates (one more than in 2014)
26 races (5 more than in 2014)
4 new stages
Since its first edition in 2008, the Challenge Trail Nature 06 has continued to
innovate for a sustainable approach to outdoor sports. Its efforts paid off,
and it has been awarded the 'Sustainable Development in Sports' Agenda
21 label allocated by the CNOSF (French National Olympic and Sports
Committee) since 2010.

Saint-Martin-Vésubie:
The Southern Alps' biggest trail running resort!
The first territory to be labelled by the French Athletics Federation and the
Southern Alps' leading trail running resort.
The Saint-Martin-Vésubie Trail running resort boasts:
13 trail running courses / 270 km of 100% natural trails
5 Trail running classes (Vertical Km, grass trail, long and short loops, coast
runs)
www.stationdetrail-vesubie.com
The Station de Trail® resort is a space that is 100% dedicated to trail running,
offering courses and equipment for beginners looking to learn and be
helped as well as enthusiasts looking for a single area in which to organise
training courses or full weekends.
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Côte d’Azur TRIATHLON
& IRON-MAN
The Triathlon is a concentrated embodiment of open-air sports, comprised
of three successive endurance races: swimming, cycling and running.

Unmissable events
Cannes International Triathlon
Nice Triathlon

Sunday 19 April 2015
Sunday 4 October

Iron-Man
Sunday 28 June 2015 10th edition
The IronMan takes place in Nice every June, and locals will be celebrating
its 10th anniversary in 2014!
This sports event is designed for confident sports enthusiasts and is one of
two French IronMan competitions.
Competitors swim and bike across 226 km spread over 17 municipalities in
the Nice and Grasse inland areas, ending on foot on the Promenade des
Anglais. Close to 2,400 participants.
Cinema news: Niels Tavernier has released the "De toutes nos forces" film he
shot during the Nice IronMan in 2013.Trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3cqWKqP498

Côte d’Azur RUNNING
According to a survey recently carried out by the French Athletics
Federation, France is home to 8.5 million runners, meaning 18% of the
population, with 77% choosing to run alone. They are mainly motivated by
improving their fitness levels and getting healthy. According to federation
president Bernard Amsallem, this surge in popularity is "the 21st century's
ultimate trend".
It has to be said that the Côte d’Azur is a region that is perfect for this sport.
Throughout the year, whether by the sea or in the mountains, runners can
enjoy pleasant conditions thanks notably to ideal weather conditions from
January to December.

Unmissable event
Alpes-Maritimes Nice-Cannes Marathon
Sunday 8 November 2015
The Côte d’Azur's iconic sporting event draws in thousands of athletes from
France and abroad, challenging them to go head-to-head along an
itinerary that is as prestigious as it is demanding, in an idyllic setting
between the region's two capitals, from the Promenade des Anglais to the
Croisette!
The Alpes-Maritimes Nice-Cannes Marathon is consolidating its commitment
to sustainable development with the Agenda 21 French 'Sustainable
Development in Sports' label awarded by the CNOSF (French National
Olympic and Sports Committee).
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Côte d’Azur HIKING
Nordic walking is a more rigorous take on hiking, and is one of the sports
and leisure activities developed by the French Athletics Federation.
The Côte d’Azur is the perfect location for a spot of Nordic walking,
especially in the autumn/winter period as the seaside offers ideal weather
conditions. Training site from which to embark on Théoule-sur-mer to
Menton routes:
Hiking is the easiest way to get back to basics and commune with nature,
whether alone or with the family, no matter what your fitness level.
A peaceful moment in time in which to connect with your surroundings,
taking in the flora and fauna that inhabit the local countryside.
From the Alps to the sparkling sea, the Côte d’Azur is jam-packed with over
6,000 km of cleared, maintained trails and paths, most of which are listed in
the Randoxygène guides available free of charge from Alpes-Maritimes
tourism offices.

New in 2015
'Hikes along the Route Napoléon'
(Walks and horseback trekking)
In celebration of two hundred years since Napoleon's landing in Golfe
Juan, the Alpes-Maritimes General Council decided to extend the GR406
'Imperial Way' established by the Alpes de Haute-Provence département
that runs from Digne-les-Bains to Castellane, linking into the Alpes-Maritimes
region all the way to Grasse.

Hiking in the Alpes-Maritimes - Speeding past capes and islands via
perched villages in the midlands and mountain peaks in the Pre-Alps, the
Alpes-Maritimes offers stunning diversity and a range of landscapes that
grant hiking enthusiasts access to an incredible array of routes in which to
indulge.
New in 2015 - Mud Day METROPOLE NICE COTE D’AZUR – June 20
Grand Pré de LEVENS
Self-Challenging military style course : 13 km including 22 obstacles through
the mud, water, climbs, falls…

http://www.themudday.com/fr/participer/epreuve-mud-nice
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The trail invites visitors to follow in the footsteps of the Emperor and his
troops from Grasse to Castellane via 55 kilometres of secure and cleared
paths included in the PDIPR [departmental hiking and walking paths],
accessible in either direction.
The itinerary can be explored by horseback or on foot, to be completed in
full over several days, or enjoyed in one-day sections.
In the Alpes-Maritimes, the route includes the municipalities of: Grasse,
Saint-Vallier-de-Thiey, Escragnolles and Séranon.
In the Alpes de Haute-Provence, the route includes the municipalities of:
Peyroules, La Garde, Castellane*, Senez, Barrême*, Chaudon-Norante*,
Entrages, Digne-les-Bains*, Le Chaffaut Saint Jurson, Mallemoisson,
Mirabeau, Malijai*, L'Escale, Volonne*, Salignac, Entrepierres and Sisteron*.
*stop-off points made by Napoleon in March 1815 for rest and refreshment.

Côte d’Azur CYCLE
TOURISM & BIKING
The Alpes-Maritimes is seeking to position itself as a key cycle tourism
destination.
The range of options on offer on the Côte d’Azur is something special:
excursions to picturesque villages or mountain resorts and the chance to
explore wildly varying landscapes from valleys to the Mediterranean coast.
Visitors can enjoy coaching from guides, packages that combine cycling
with fine dining, training sessions, and a whole host of variations brought to
you by specialised agencies.

Accommodation on or close to the trail, as well as sites of interest, are
indicated on the map to allow tourists to put together their own
personalised stay. The route had been designed with families in mind, with
some sections ideal for more experienced hikers.

26 routes are listed in 3 brand-new maps: "The Alpes-Maritimes by Bike" –
Les Alpes-Maritimes à Vélo !
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The map of cycle tourism circuits details the following routes and includes 8
loops mostly located in the inland areas:
-

"Tourism circuits":
 Between Var and Estéron
 La Route des Clues
 High plateau circuit
 The Estéron heights
 The Levens circuits: from sculpture to sculpture
New in 2015:
The Vallée du Loup loop,
In the footsteps of painters leaving from La Colle-sur-Loup,
The Route des Balcons d’Azur itinerary stretching from Broc to Grasse along
the old Provençal railway lines.
The map of cycling loops & major hikes
Featuring 10 loops mostly located in the inland and mountain areas:
-

-

"Sport circuits":
 Via sportiva from sea to forts
 The Turini bends
 The Roya Bévéra great loop
 Variations around Guillaumes
 Exploring the Gorges Rouges
 The Madone challenge
Tours




The Grand Tour Alpi Maritimes- Mercantour: the route
covers the greatest passes for an exceptional
itinerary in the heart of the Southern Alps - perfect for
sporty visitors (360 km in 5 days)
The Grand Tour des Préalpes d’Azur: a 6-day tourist
course crossing through the Parc Naturel Régional
des Préalpes d’Azur park and the limestone high
plateaux of alpine Provence as well as the heights
overlooking the Mediterranean (265 km in 6 days).

The Family Cycle Map encompasses 7 itineraries with low elevation gain for
fun family rides:
. In the western plains (90 minutes in the Caille plain).
. La Villeneuvoise: discover the greenest of the "blue" municipalities (2 hours
to explore the many faces of Villeneuve-Loubet).
. Along the Var, around the Le Broc lake (90-minute circuits for younger
cyclists!)
. The Brigasque trail to explore La Brigue's heritage at the gateway to the
Mercantour, at 800 m of altitude. (90 minutes, to learn more about local
history and enjoy stunning views)
. The Marmottes trail, itinerary departing from Valberg (2 hours to explore
the 'Family Plus' labelled mountain resort.
. The Littorale, skimming the coast (90 minutes from Port Lympia to the Bay
of Angels marina).
. La Valmasque, the perfect place to kick back and relax, tucked between
Valbonne and Mougins in the Valmasque Departmental Park (2 hours).
New in 2015: Stroll through the stones at the Plateau de Caussols.
New in 2015: A new route developed by the GTA
'The Sunshine Paths' from Grenoble to Nice.
Cyclists with a penchant for beautiful itineraries will love this week-long
journey from Grenoble to Nice. From the Plateau du Vercors to the
Promenade des Anglais via the lavender fields at the Baronnies
Provençales, the Buëch valley, the La Méouge gorges and the Digne
region, as well as the Haut Verdon valley and the Clues de Esteron, this
crossing gets you off the beaten path and offers a spectacular glimpse of
the Prealps' landscapes and atmosphere!
Visitors in need of an extra helping hand will be happy to hear that this
itinerary is perfect for exploring by electric bike!
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New in 2015
Unmissable event
Explore Nice Métropole – From 8 to 14 June 2015
Explore by Le Tour de France was born out of the Tour de France organising
team's desire to venture deeper into uncharted territory to offer cyclists the
most spectacular of views. The Tour de France's Explorers will be given free
rein to explore landscapes and mountain passes still unknown to most
professional cyclists.
This is a chance for budding cyclists to live an authentic and unique Tour de
France experience over several days, and to discover the curves and
bends that put the greatest of champions through their paces.
Former professionals with several years of Tour de France experience will be
leading the way over the course of a week, working alongside Tour de
France osteopaths and nutritionists to whisk Explorers away for a once-in-alifetime adventure and a behind-the-scenes glimpse of what it takes to
make a champion.

@Azur Bike Tour

This expedition into the unmapped regions of the Tour de France will begin
in June 2015 with the Nice Metropolis area, where exceptional mountain
passes abound in a training ground for some of the Tour de France's biggest
stars - a breath-taking setting to kick-start the adventure.
For 2015, Explore Nice Metropolis by the Tour de France is offering three
different sports packages from 8 to 14 June. From 7-day full-board 15000D+
packages to two-day 2000D+ weekend packages and 4-day 7000D+ stays,
the Explore Nice Metropolis by the Tour de France offers a unique Tour de
France experience for Explorers to share as part of a team or enjoy alone.
Fun and mutual support are the key words that lie at the heart of this
Explore adventure.
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Côte d’Azur
Mountain-biking
A network of 2,000 km of circuits have been cleared in this region of
mountains and mid mountain ranges. From downhill races to relaxed
family rides, mountain-biking offers a variety of different experiences
and styles for bikers of all ages to enjoy.
30 circuits are available for mountain-biking enthusiasts to explore in
the Alpes-Maritimes' various mountain ranges. These tours have been
developed based on technical criteria that allow the general public
to get involved. Most of the itineraries use back roads, forest or field
paths and bridle paths.

E-bike
Electric mountain bikes: the Roubion resort has electric mountain
bikes available to help visitors explore Mercantour's unspoiled
landscapes and secret sites via trails and forest roads.
Roubion boasts 14 downhill slopes as well as new leisure trails for the
whole family to enjoy.
An 'easy' version. Mountain-biking enthusiasts and fans are treated
to a multitude of cleared paths and trails departing from the village,
the Col de Couillole pass or via the Buisses resort chairlift. Green and
blue slopes.

Around ten excursion circuits of 3 to 24 km.
www.roubion.com
Auron will also be offering this service.

Unmissable event
Auron Electro Bike 2015
The 2nd edition of the Electro Bike 2015 promises to be the summer's
ultimate event for sports enthusiasts, curious minds, and anyone with their
finger on the pulse! The Auron resort is the perfect spot for putting electric
mountain bikes through their paces.
The line-up includes:
An introduction to Electric Mountain Bike ranges offered by leading brands.
The latest models tested over 3 days.
Open to all cycle lovers and bike fans, from families and young people to
the elderly.
A special ‘Seniors’ day.
Family-accessible trails and paths to sample the delights of downhill hiking,
14 permanent slopes for experienced sliders,
A night ride with barbecue,
E-Bike Series,
Enduro Mass Start,
'Ascent Impossible' - up the Col de la Bonette pass.
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Train on FFC-Mountain-biking grounds
Mountain-biking grounds that have been awarded the federal "VTT-FFC
site" label are at your disposal, bringing you the opportunity to cruise in
peace and freedom on a journey to discover our exceptional region!

In the region's midlands and highlands, 5 VTT-FFC spaces have been
awarded the label:
Tende/La Brigue: 20 itineraries of all levels, 382 km of cleared paths;
mountain bike rentals. Between France and Italy along the edges of the
Mercantour National Park and the Vallée des Merveilles valley, roads, paths
and single tracks wind their way up to the peaks, offering breath-taking
views across forests and luscious vales. Meet chamois, marmots and birds
of all types along the way.www.vtt-haute-roya.com
Sospel/Peille: Featuring 19 itinerary circuits of all levels and 332 km of
cleared paths, the Sospel/Peille mountain-biking area is a space labelled
by the French Cycling Federation (FFC) and is entirely devoted to
mountain-biking. Perched in the mountains a stone's throw from the sea,
this area is home to downhill champions Nicolas VOUILLOZ and Fabien
BAREL as well as cross-country world junior champion Nicolas FILIPPI. Map of
all itineraries available from the Sospel tourism office or Peille town hall.
Reception point: Sospel tourism office.www.sospelvtt.com
La Colmiane: 19 paths across 217 km of cleared circuits in the Valdeblore
and Mollières in the Mercantour National Park. Adrenaline junkies will love
the Nicolas Vouilloz downhill slope, and beginners can also try their luck on
a special downhill slope serviced by a chairlift.www.colmiane.com
Levens: The municipality of Levens and the Nice Côte d'Azur metropolitan
area bring you five mountain-biking itineraries. The first two, "Le Sargier" and
"L'Arpasse", are located in the Mont Arpasse sector, with departure points in
La Cumba. The other three, "Le Col du Dragon", "Le Férion" and "Le tour du

Férion" are located in the Mont Férion sector, with departure points in the
Grand Pré de Levens. These circuits are designed for experienced
mountain
bikers.
Map
showing
the
available
itineraries.www.levenstourisme.com
Peille: Located just 20 minutes away from Nice, come and explore the Pays
des Paillons mountain-biking area! Kick start your adventure alone or as a
family, choosing either a relaxing wander or a more technical excursion,
across a network of 20 routes stretching over close to 265 km. Vast,
sweeping landscapes, a diverse range of different views and the sheer
wealth of natural and urban spaces, both rural and mountainous, combine
to inspire, relax and enchant.

Downhill mountain-biking - Key
mountain-biking spots in the AlpesMaritimes
Auron/St-Etienne-de-Tinée: With its 1,120 m elevation gain and loss,
Auron/St-Étienne de Tinée offers over 60 km of downhill slopes and 18
circuits for all levels. The mountain-biking area is serviced by 3 ski lifts
including a slow boarding chairlift.www.auron.com
Roubion: The resort boasts 12 downhill slopes and bike park modules.
A "soft" version. Mountain-biking enthusiasts and fans are treated to a
multitude of cleared paths and trails departing from the village, the Col de
Couillole pass or via the Buisses resort chairlift. Green and blue slopes.
"Hardcore version": in the footsteps of champions. Featuring a downhill
mountain-biking space, Roubion allows visitors to enjoy downhill,
endurance, cross-country or excursion biking. Slopes for all levels (blue, red
and black) are serviced by a chairlift.
L’Audibergue: 12 downhill slopes for all levels serviced by a chairlift. Pristine,
highly technical slopes. www.ville-caille.net
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Unmissable mountain-biking events

embarking on a trip, cyclists are advised to research the route's
characteristics and signposting in order to ensure they are equipped with
all useful information in the event that they need help, and to make sure
they check the weather forecast. www.alpidelmareinbici.it

La Transvésubienne
Next edition: 24 May 2015
Established in 1988, La Transvésubienne is part of the French Cycling
Federation's annual calendar. This year is the 21st edition of Europe's most
iconic mountain-biking races. Its route stretches over 85 km with elevation
gain of 3,000 m and elevation loss of 4,000 m. Participants will embark on a
gruelling 9 hours before they reach the finish line. 1,000 competitors, the
majority of whom are French, are expected to take part in the event.

The Enduro des Portes du Mercantour race
Next edition: 5 and 6 September 2015
Magnificent routes alternating between the forests of red rock and the
region's renowned grey sections responsible for the reputation enjoyed by
this race that is now a stage in France's endurance mountain-biking cup
competition and undoubtedly the most beautiful of them all.

VTT tour
The Alps and sea by bike
A network of itineraries of over 2,000 km to meet the needs of all visitors:
from simple trails off the beaten path to unique and complex passes for
more experienced bikers. All routes are signposted using international signs,
allowing visitors to travel between France and Italy without losing their way.
Qualified guide services are available to help tourists make the most of
everything the region has to offer and its most spectacular views, as are
specific transport services designed to provide visitors with access to
accommodation that offers all suitable commodities and facilities. Before

The Chemins du Soleil trails
The Chemins du Soleil trails snake through the Thonon-les-Bains Prealps,
ending in spectacular style in the Alpes-Maritimes. Close to 800 km of
cleared and labelled biking paths link Lake Léman to Nice, with two total
wilderness itineraries available:
from the Rhône valley to the southern Alps (Valence - Gap - Sisteron
- Digne-les-Bains - Nice).
from Vercors to Provence (Grenoble - Sisteron - Digne-les-Bains Nice).
A total of 1,000 km of perfectly cleared paths immerse visitors in the
mountain range's stunning natural and cultural diversity.
The itineraries are fun and dotted with accommodation, and can be
researched in depth on the website or in topographical guides. A luggage
transport and accommodation booking service is also available.
Labelled by the French Cycling Federation (FFC), this epic, beautiful
mountain-biking excursion usually takes between 5 to 7 days, with a rest in
between. Although it may look challenging, fans of a more relaxed
experience shouldn't be put off, as the itinerary is punctuated by
accommodation that will allow you to complete the course in several goes,
thus taking your time to explore a surprising area, as well as its inhabitants,
landscapes and heritage at a more manageable pace.
Contact: Grande Traversée des Alpes – www.grande-traversee-desalpes.com
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Côte d’Azur
Outdoor – Alpine activities
in the great outdoors
Departing from picturesque little villages, fun and relaxation amidst breathtaking scenery await in the heart of the Valleys. Peaks, rivers, winding little
paths, caves and lakes... The Côte d’Azur abounds with hidden treasures
that professional service providers can help visitors unearth via a variety of
different activities, from canyoning, the via ferratas, and a diverse range of
themed hikes.

Canyoning
Jumps, runs, rappelling and toboggans... Canyoning gets your pulse racing
in an exceptional environment, amidst crystal-clear pools and frothy
waterfalls. The Alpes-Maritimes midlands and highlands are home to 30 of
the 70 classified sites that stand out for their technical difficulty and
spectacular surroundings.
Emerald waters, unspoilt nature, a qualified guide, and much more await
for your next holidays.
Our family picks - Roquebilière: Nestled deep in the heart of the mountains,
the biological swimming lake is open in the summer.
Open every day from 10am to 8pm until 15 September 2015. Prices: €5, €1 (children under 12),
€2 (reduced rate).

White water activities
Rafting, canoeing/rafting, kayaking/rafting, hot dog sessions, mini rafts,
airboats, hydrospeed, without forgetting white water swimming!

Via Ferrata
Especially for adrenaline junkies! These climbing routes are equipped with
embedded rungs, gangways allowing visitors to complete exceptional
climbs up rocky cliffs and walls in total security.
Securely attached in the heart of dizzying landscapes, embark on descents
similar to those carried out by experienced mountaineers.
Get some perspective thanks to the 7 via ferratas of the Alpes-Maritimes
département, and combine adventure, nature and adrenaline.
Based on the famous Italian Dolomite railways, these athletic circuits are
equipped with cables, ramps, footbridges and integrated rungs, offering
"dizzying hikes" for visitors kitted out with harnesses, tethers and helmets for
an aerial whirlwind tour of La Colmiane, Tende, Auron, Peille, La Brigue,
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Puget-Théniers, Lantosque and Roubion. The walls and cliffs form a rocky
bastion resulting in an imposing, breath-taking descent via the peaks.
• Via Ferrata in La Brigue www.labrigue-tourisme.org
• Via Ferrata "Escale à Peille" www.peille.free.fr
• Via Ferrata in Tende* www.tendemerveilles.com
• Via Ferrata from the Baus de la Frema www.colmiane.com
• Via Ferrata "Les Demoiselles du Castagnet" www.provence-val-dazur.com
• Via Ferrata "Les Canyons de Lantosque" www.via-lantosque.fr
• Via Ferrata in Roubion* www.roubion.com
*Included in the

Climbing and mountain
climbing
From little sun-baked cliffs to the imposing walls of the Mercantour range,
the Alpes-Maritimes boasts a huge variety of different itineraries. The
diversity of the mountain ranges enable visitors to enjoy courses of all levels
depending on the season. Guaranteed to get your heart pounding!
Below is a selection of must-see sites...
The stunning mountain climbing sites and adventure grounds in the
Mercantour National Park (summer): La Cougourde (2,912 m), the Caires
de la Madone des Fenestre (2,413 m), the Gélas peak (3,143 m).
A wide range of different routes designed for beginners, training and
performance in the limestone Prealps of Grasse and the Estéron and
particularly the Baou de Saint-Jeannet.
NEW IN CANNES ! Located 15 minutes from the Croisette, the Camp
Trappeur OKWIDE opened its doors on June 2014 in a peaceful green
setting.

Aerial forest composed of 2000sqm of suspended nets up to 12 meters high,
to play, jump, run and relax, and several perched platforms to enjoy
splendid views of the upper-country and the Tanneron mountains.

www.okwide.fr
Our picks - Saint Martin Vésubie – Le Boréon: Climbing wall
Unique in its kind in the Southern Alps, this climbing wall is France's second
largest!
This artificial climbing wall measures 15 metres high and can be enjoyed
from all 6 sides as well as being convertible depending on the season to
offer visitors a wide range of different uses, whether for classic climbing or
ice climbing.
A secure area is available to relax and have fun while you practice, or for
more intensive sessions.
The structure has been designed to be accessible to as many visitors as
possible for safe, guided use.
(*) material supplied except for climbing shoes

Unmissable event
The “Journées Verticales”
Next edition: 7 and 8 June 2015
A 100% free family event in partnership with the département's Mountain
and Climbing committee.
A host of exciting events will be taking place at 5 iconic sites:
Grab a passport from the General Council's stand to enjoy over 40 free
activities: climbing, rappelling, zip-lines, ice climbing, accrobranche treetop trails, caving, paragliding, via ferrata, and more. Hikes (discovery,
family, athletic, nocturnal) and activities for visitors with disabilities (crosscountry wheelchairs, joëlette hiking, introduction to climbing).
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Caving

Fishing

The Alpes-Maritimes is jam-packed with limestone mountains and
underground cavities just waiting to be explored, from the Plateau de
Caussols and the Audibergue mountain to the Cheiron and the plateaux of
Saint-Cézaire (Grasse Prealps).
At Roya Bévéra, the abysses of the Massif du Marguareis range, which owe
their reputation to the adventures of Michel Siffre, are renowned in the
world of competitive caving. An unspoilt mountain range and technically
complex abysses - beginners beware!

With 97% of its rivers (1,200 km) classified as Category 1, the Alpes-Maritimes
midlands and highlands are perfect for sport and technical fishing
enthusiasts. Visitors will also enjoy exploring the many mountain lakes and
bodies of water.
Fishing seasons in the Alpes-Maritimes are strictly as follows:
For mountain rivers: from 10 March to 16 September 2012
For mountain lakes (above 1,800 m): from 7 July to 16 September 2012
The fishing season around Boréon, Breil-sur-Roya Lake, Mesches Lake and
Thorenc Lake is extended by 3 weeks (7 October 2012).
In the Mercantour National Park, fish regularly spawn in almost all of the
lakes (Vens, Millefonds, Merveilles lakes, etc.), as well as Breil-sur-Roya Lake,
the snow lake in Isola and Thorenc Lake. Boréon Lake in St-Martin-Vésubie
offers a regulated 5 km sport fishing lake as well as beginner fly-fishing
lessons and all kinds of technique lessons. Clos de Maty Lake in Valberg
hosts trout fishing competitions.
The Roya-Bévéra valley is rich in brown trout, eel and crayfish (check the
prefectoral order for information on season openings).

Our picks - off the beaten path: Via Souterrata de Caille
As the very first underground via ferrata, this route allows visitors to delve
into the world of caving via two cleared sinkholes in the Moulière park.
Nestled at the foot of the Audibergue mountain, a southern limestone
fortification in the Prealps, the site is home to a significant number of
cavities and displays relief that is typical of karst – www.lou-pais.com

Up in the air
The Alpes-Maritimes is a year-round haven of airborne activities
(paragliding, hang-gliding, speed riding, speed flying, kiting, snowkiting).
The département is home to some of the most stunning hang-gliding sites.
The area's exceptional weather conditions created by its fantastic location
between mountains and sea make it a must-see sporting space, from the
internationally-renowned Roquebrune-Cap Martin in the winter to the sites
around the Mercantour National Park all year round.
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Our favourite!
Segway rides in La Brigue
A fuss-free approach to segway riding which visitors can also enjoy on the
Promenade des Anglais. Visitors can explore the village of La Brigue via
cross-country segway.

Multiple activities in Saint Auban: Terres des Lacs

@Terres
@Le Mirval

Perfect for Family - Roquebilière :
“Basin biological swimming” open during the summer in the heart of the
mountain.
http://www.vesubian.com/roquebilliere/bassin-piscine-biologiqueroquebilliere.html

des Lacs

Terre des Lacs is the municipality of Saint-Auban's ecotourism park. Nestled
at the foot of Saint-Auban village in the Grasse highlands.
Enjoy:
• Activities: descents down the canyons of the Esteron, tree-top trails,
climbing, horse-riding, trout fishing, mountain-biking, hikes, snowshoe
trekking, etc.
• Accommodation to suit all needs, from single travellers to couples,
families or groups, with full board or half board options available.
• The La Source restaurant, tucked away in the park with views across the 2
stunning lakes and the valley, renowned in the region for its spectacular
sunsets.
• Its close proximity to the Monts d’Azur Reserve. www.terredeslacs.com

@OT de Roquebilière
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New 2015 : Tahitian Adventure
Discover the Mediterranean coast with a Polynesian Canoe.
www.tahitian-adventure.fr

Outdoor - Outdoor
activities by the sea
Inspiring and sensual, the Mediterranean landscapes are unique and
sumptuous - from the red rock of the Estérel to the glistening peaks of the
Riviera. Along the seashore, a variety of different activities are available.

Water activities: The Côte d’Azur's beaches offer a
number of year-round activities from the nautical centres and bases that
dot the seafront: Sailing, deep sea diving, golf, cycling, sea scooters, sea
fishing, snorkelling, and much, much more.
Choose from a range of different activities to experience the region to the
full.

Water activities: sailing, windsurfing, kite surfing,
rowing, kayaking, sea fishing, water skiing, motor boating as well as flyfishing, inflatable beds, inflatable rings, parasailing (Antibes, Nice, Cannes,
etc.), tubing (Cap d’Ail, Cannes, Mandelieu, Nice, etc.), water skiing (Nice,
Mandelieu, Villeneuve loubet, etc.), jet skiing (Nice, Cannes, Antibes, Cap
d’Ail, etc.), stand-up paddle boarding (Villeneuve Loubet, Cannes, Théoule
sur Mer), and across the Côte d’Azur: Parasailing, jet skiing, stand-up
paddle boarding, flyboarding, wakeboarding (Menton), etc.

Fishing tourism: Walks and sea-fishing (Cros-de-Cagnes
bay, Villefranche-sur-Mer harbour, Iles de Lérins islands), exceptional events
(fireworks over Cros-de-Cagnes bay and Cannes bay, Grand Prix de
Monaco), educational excursions (for schools, retirement homes, groups),
fishing tourism (introduction to fishing with professional fishermen) aboard
the 'Les III Canailles 3' boat.
Contact: Jean-Louis le Pêcheur - Cros-de-Cagnes Tel: +33(0)6 11 53 85 09

Diving: the coast boasts a number of diving centres giving visitors
access to the Mediterranean sea beds.

Go diving alongside the four-time free-diving recordholder!
We love the idea of this magical underwater adventure available in
Monaco. Pierre Frolla, four-time free-diving record-holder and Fondation
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Albert II ambassador for the protection of the underwater environment
welcomes in beginners and experienced divers aged 8 and over at
Larvatto beach.
The line-up includes diving classes for all including free-diving and scuba
diving around the 'Le Toulonnais' shipwreck and its Mediterranean
underwater flora and fauna. Fun, laughter, a great work-out and team spirit
guaranteed in the untouched wilderness of Monaco's Larvotto reserve.
www.pierrefrolla.com Bookings: +33(0)6 78 63 50 52

Our Favorite – Saint Jean Cap Ferrat – Underwater
trail
Available from the beginning of the 2014 summer season. A spectacular
way of discovering the flora and fauna of the Mediterranean in one of the
most unspoilt sites on the Côte d’Azur. Underwater trails are now frequently
used as an environmental education tools. The concept stems from sea
watching, which involves watching and observing the underwater world for
non-predatory purposes. The first underwater trail was created by the Port
Cros National Park in 1979.
The trail departs from Fossettes Beach and can be completed at the
water's surface by anyone who knows how to swim and use a mask and
snorkel! 5 observation points (look for buoys numbered 1 to 5) have been
set up along a 200 metre route, and are fitted with underwater explanatory
signs.
Aquatic explorers can discover different biotopes at depths of between 0
and 3 metres: sandy beds, Posidonia meadows and little rocky sea floors
where salema porgy, white seabream, red mullet, starfish and sea urchins
come out to play. Experience a real open-air aquarium!
Please note: the underwater trail is open in the summer season and is
located in an area reserved for swimming only where all fishing is
prohibited. The trail can be explored within normal swimming hours.
Information - Saint Jean Cap Ferrat Tourism Office – Tel.: +33(0)4 93 76 08 90

Sea cruises
Fun, refreshing and breathtakingly beautiful, the Mediterranean Sea
deserves respect in return for its many gifts. A great many marine activities
are available on the Côte d’Azur, allowing each and every visitor to gain a
fresh perspective of the sea and the secret lives of its hidden inhabitants.
An intensive awareness-building campaign has been launched, spreading
the word via events and activities, the most popular of which are
cetacean-watching trips. It is said that close to 50,000 cetaceans live along
the Mediterranean coast, from dolphins and pilot whales to sperm whales,
rorquals and other small whales.
Close encounters with these animals in their natural habitat are magical
moments and a great privilege.
Saint Jean Cap Ferrat - SOS Grand Bleu
The SOS Grand Bleu Association offers visitors the chance to sail the seas as
in times gone by aboard the "Santo Sospir" training vessel on a dolphin- and
whale-watching expedition.
Open from April to early November, these sea excursions can be booked
by the day or half-day. Private event group bookings are also accepted.
Association SOS Grand Bleu - Saint Jean Cap Ferrat - Tel.: +33(0)4 93 76 17
61 - gb@sosgrandbleu.asso.fr
Villefranche sur Mer - Meet dolphins and whales
Various service providers offer cruises departing from Villefranche-sur-Mer to
see marine mammals. Dolphins abound in the Mediterranean, and are sure
to display their hospitality with a stunning aquatic performance...
www.dauphin-mediterranee.com
www.amv-sirenes.com
Villefranche sea charters
Cruises 40 km away from the coast to see Mediterranean marine mammals
(Pélago sanctuary): sea cruises with commentary given by a qualified
scientist.Tel.: +33(0)4 93 76 65 65 - www.amv-sirenes.com
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Leisure sports
Leisure sports lie at the heart of the Côte d’Azur's history. Throughout
the year, visitors can try their hand at these sporting activities or
attend the most prestigious competitions held on the Côte d’Azur.

Unmissable sailing events
Les Voiles d’Antibes
Du 3 au 7 juin
Les Régates de Nice-Villefranche-sur-Mer - Trophée Pasqui
Du 15 au 20 septembre
Les Régates Royales de Cannes
Du 22 au 26 septembre

Horse-riding

Sailing
Since the beginning of time, the Mediterranean has been home to the most
stunning of sail boats moored within the Côte d’Azur's historic ports. Today,
some of the most beautiful nautical demonstrations take place along the
Côte d’Azur's coasts.
Did you know?
Located in La Darse port in Villefranche sur Mer, the "Chantier Naval Pasqui"
shipyard specialises in restoring old boats and building wooden sail boats,
and carries out work on special boats: Tuiga, Zaca, etc. Hulls and masts (up
to 46 metres) are also taken care of here, as is interior woodwork. There are
only around ten other companies in Europe with the expertise to carry out
this kind of work.
The Chantier Naval Pasqui's other specialist area is restoring Rivas, the
famous Italian mahogany motorboats from the 1950s. The company was
awarded the Carlo Riva trophy in 2000 for one of its restorations. This is the
only time a French shipyard has ever won this title that is generally awarded
to Italian shipyards.

Unmissable Horse-riding events
The Jumping International de Cannes (June)
Mediterranean & Arab Countries Arabian Horse Championship in Menton
(July)
Jumping International de Monte Carlo (June)
The Monte Carlo Polo World Cup of Monaco
The Equita 06 horse show in Cagnes sur Mer

Summer race meeting in Cagnes sur Mer
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Golf

Tennis

According to the French Golf Federation, there are 65 million golfers in the
world, with France home to around 2 million golfers of which almost 414,000
are licensed golfers.
The return of Golf to the Olympic Games 2016 will serve to promote this
sport that is experiencing a growing number of younger players - a
phenomenon that has been on the rise since 2008 according to the French
Golf Federation. The Côte d’Azur has historically been the ultimate golfing
destination. Established in 1891, the Old Course in Mandelieu was the
starting point for a wonderful story that continues to evolve today.

Tourist season on the Côte d’Azur opens in April with the Monte-Carlo Rolex
Masters, marking the beginning of a line-up of prestigious events that take
place on the Riviera. Established in 1906, this international tournament
acquired ATP World Tour Master 1000 status in 2009, and is one of the 9 most
reputable tournaments of the season, following closely behind the 4 Grand
Slams.

The region's offer is structured as follows:
20 golf clubs for 20 different golf courses including:
10 18-hole courses
6 9-hole courses
3 9-hole compact courses
1 6-hole rural courses
3 driving ranges
Mountain golf courses in Valberg, Auron.
Renowned architects are behind some of the 18-hole courses: Donald
Harradine, Robert Trent Jones Junior and Senior, Robert Van Hagge, names
that serve as marks of quality in the eyes of golfers around the world.
These courses are open all year round, welcoming golfers into exceptional
sites that often bear the marks of a past that is closely tied to the history of
the Côte d’Azur.
Competitions are open to beginners and competitive players alike.
Press kit: Golf courses on the Côte d’Azur

The City of Nice hosts the Nice Côte d’Azur Tennis Open a few weeks later
(6h edition in May 2015) on clay courts.

Automobile sports
Among the Côte d’Azur's most prestigious events is the Monaco Formula 1
Grand Prix that takes place in May.
A key race is also held in the winter (January): the Monte Carlo Rally,
crossing through the legendary Col de Turini pass, and the Andros Trophy
with a stage that passes through the Isola 2000 ice circuit.
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Bowls

Original ideas

Small and large bowls playing grounds are scattered throughout the Côte
d’Azur.
A place of bonding and conviviality between young and old, tourists and
locals, the grounds come alive, transforming into colourful vignettes of days
gone by, as images of Yves Montand and his friends at the Place aux
boules in Saint Paul de Vence or Henri Salvadore at the Place de l’Etang in
Cannes spring to mind, men clad in white in an intriguing combination of
refined elegance and popular sport!

World Championship of Square Boules at
Cagnes sur Mer!

Every July, the Côte d’Azur hosts the Europétanque-Conseil général 06 in
Nice, drawing in crowds of around 50,000 who flock to see the international
stars of the bowls world.

The rules: Square boules is played with square 'balls' on flat or gently sloped
(up to 10% incline) courts. The rules are the same as those used in
pétanque. The player throws their 9- to 10-centimetre wooden square as
close as possible to the smallest cube known as the jack (or 'strace',
meaning small).
This competition takes place in the narrow streets of Haut de Cagnes,
bringing together around 300 participants!
Mid-August.

World Pilou Championship in Coaraze
The rules: Pilou is a local Nice juggling game in which you juggle a 'pilou' a
bit like you would a ball. This popular post-WW2 street game is currently
undergoing an incredible revival.
Join in and play in Nice - Every Sunday morning at the Mont Boron, with
introductory summer Pilou classes every Friday at 6.30pm at Avenue
Gambetta - Plage du Voilier beach.

Line Renaud in Saint-Paul de Vence – Saint-Paul de Vence Tourism Office – Photo: Jacques
Gomot
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Côte d’Azur Snow
Hit the slopes on the Côte
d’Azur!
Skiing on the Côte d’Azur is the region's best kept secret, and might just be
one of the most stylish and elegant aspects of the legendary Riviera. Less
than 90 minutes away from the coast, 3 international ski resorts open their
doors to visitors: Isola 2000, Auron and Valberg, without forgetting the 13
other smaller resorts (including 6 Village Resorts in the southern Alps),
offering the ultimate experience of gazing down at the Mediterranean from
high in the peaks.

Three "international" ski resorts:
Valberg
Where kids are kings! Slopes connected to Beuil-Les-Launes.
Isola 2000
A stylish resort with sea views.
Auron
Technical and authentic.
Six village resorts in the département have been awarded the "Village
Resort" label (out of a total of 29 across the entire Hautes-Alpes, Alpes de
Haute Provence and Alpes-Maritimes area):
Caille- L’Audibergue
Resort with sea views (In the Grasse region)
Castérino
The Great North beckons(Roya Bévéra Valley)
La Colmiane–Valdeblore
Intimacy and family time
(Between Vésubie and Tinée)
Roubion
Unforgettable views (Tinée Valley)
Saint Dalmas le Selvage
The highest village in the Alpes-Maritimes
(Tinée Valley)
Saint Martin Vésubie
Boréon's northern resort (Vésubie Valley)
Other resorts on the Côte d’Azur:
Sea views in the Grasse region:
Gréolières-Les-Neiges
Resort with sea view 45 min. from Grasse
In the Nice region:
Val Pelens Saint-Martin-d’Entraunes
Turini-Camp d’Argent

Estenc-Entraunes
Peïra-Cava

@Isola 2000 – Back to Back
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Good reasons to ski on the
Côte d’Azur
Dazzling contrast between sea and mountain The Côte d’Azur's exceptional
appeal
This is the most "exotic" destination in France. An exclusive offer that
combines a stay in town or by the sea in one of the Côte d’Azur's biggest
cities with a day on the slopes!
Ski for 5 months of the year on the Côte d’Azur
The Côte d’Azur offers skiing for over 5 months of the year from late
November to mid-April!
There's something for all budgets here:
Upmarket clients coming from Cannes can enjoy one of the most
prestigious ski equipment brands (Moncler) which has just opened a
boutique at number 14 on La Croisette.
Shuttle transport has been set up to ensure visitors can access the snowy
slopes of the Alpes-Maritimes ski resorts in under 30 minutes. In the evening,
the coast's most prestigious hotels and the Côte d’Azur's renowned style are
a mere stone's throw away.
With 15 ski resorts and Nordic walking areas from which to choose, families
have their pick of kid-friendly classes and event packages.
Those with an adventurous streak may like to try more extreme activities in
the Mercantour National Park and the Parc Naturel Régional des Pré-Alpes
d’Azur park: from igloo-building and ice climbing to paragliding and much,
much more.
In the mountains on the Côte d’Azur: ski with views of the sea like nowhere
else!
What makes the Alpes-Maritimes special? On clear days, skiers can enjoy
spectacular views of the sea from some of our resorts: Valberg, Isola 2000,
the Col de Turini (Turini Silver Camp), Roubion, Gréolières-Les-Neiges and
the Audibergue!

The Côte d’Azur Mountains mean... Sunny days and azure skies
Exceptional sunshine: over 300 days of sun (above 1,500 m of altitude).
In the mountains on the Côte d’Azur: "real" ski resorts in the Alpes-Maritimes!
15 ski resorts and Nordic walking areas, each with their own individual
flavour, including 3 international resorts.
.Resort openings: from late November to mid-April.
.A total of: 700 kilometres of slopes.
.Downhill skiing: over 230 slopes across almost 500 km.
.Cross-country skiing: 35 slopes across almost 200 km.
.Close to 100 ski lifts.
.Close to 100 blue and green runs for beginners.
.Close to 650,000 m3 of snow (production of organic snow: water, cold
temperatures and air, no additives) to ensure snowy conditions from
December to April.
• Improved ski lifts every year - slow boarding chair lifts to seat up to 6 - and
telecabins.
• Enjoy quality slopes (FIS standards) and high performance, speedy,
frequent and comfortable ski lifts to get the most out of a full day's skiing
(super speedy slow boarding chair lifts, hands-free passes, etc.).
The Côte d’Azur Mountains mean... Guaranteed snow!
Thanks to the investment that has been ploughed into the Alpes-Maritimes
ski resorts by the local authorities over the last few years, the resorts now
enjoy quality snow across almost all of their skiable areas.
.80% across the Isola 2000 skiable area – Isola 2000: the snowiest resort from
2009 to 2010
.85% across the Valberg skiable area .40% across Auron

@SEMEC – Seaside mountains @ Gréolières Tourism Office Sea views
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Beyond skiing
Igloos, ice climbing, dog sledding, skijoring, snowshoe trekking...all available
on the Côte d’Azur!
For a thoroughly unexpected and intimate experience in the midst of
unspoilt, protected natural surroundings, in under 90 minutes visitors can get
away from the coastal cities to spend a few hours or a night in the Côte
d’Azur!
A few original ideas to get you started:
Ski paragliding
Build an igloo on the Côte d’Azur!
Climb a frozen waterfall in Mercantour
Dog sledding on the Côte d’Azur
Skijoring on the Côte d’Azur
Available at resorts:
• Speed flying
• Introduction to biathlon laser
• Snowscoots
• Ski biking

Snowshoe trekking in the heart of the Côte d’Azur's pristine winter
wonderland: breath-taking landscapes in the middle of the silent forests set
against an immaculate backdrop from which chamois, mountain sheep
and deer emerge, with the faint cry of the wolves drifting in from the
distance. Nature lovers will be enthralled by these mountain surroundings
that make up 80% of the total surface area of the Alpes-Maritimes
département.
Did you know? The Côte d’Azur mountains are home to 6 peaks that soar
high over 3,000 m of altitude.
The Gélas and the Clapier in the Vésubie Valley
The Ténibe in the Haute Vallée du Var
The Cimet and the Pelat in the Haut Var
The Corborant in the Haute Tinée

• Ski paragliding
• AirBoard Sledding
• Snakegliss
•Yooners

The most beautiful walking trails have been cleared thanks to maintenance
work by the Alpes-Maritimes General Council Services department. Many of
them are listed in the Randoxygène guide: Snowshoes.

Without forgetting the many motor sports, from snow scooter excursions to
ice circuits and quad-biking on snow...
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ECOTOURISM
New in 2015
New products and self-guided or guided stays
in protected natural spaces

The 'Alpes-Maritimes natural parks' commitment to ecotourism' initiative is
part of the sustainable tourism development policy spearheaded by the
regional natural parks as well as a way of supporting professionals to boost
the number of sustainable, quality products and services on offer.
As well as its biking tourism, Rando Bistrot hikes, getaway breaks and Trail
offers, the Alpes-Maritimes General Council is working with parks and
professionals to create a new range of ecotourism and sustainable tourism
offers.
Ecotourism can be defined as 'responsible travel in natural spaces that
contributes to protecting the environment for the benefit of local
communities'.
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On the tracks of Europe's wild animals'

'

From: €495 per person.
Did you know that the Alpes-Maritimes region is one of Europe's largest
natural spaces? A variety of protected spaces, biodiversity and richness
unrivalled in Europe can be found here, as well as exceptional landscapes
and almost all of Europe's biggest mammals.
Experience intensity of emotion and an unforgettable moment alongside
legendary mountain and sea animals.
The line-up includes: Saint Martin Vésubie (wolves), Thorenc (bison) and the
Mediterranean (marine mammals).
Private, exclusive tours of the animal centres and marine sanctuary.
Observe Europe's most formidable mammals. Full immersion deep in the
heart of exceptional, protected natural sites (Mercantour National Park, the
reserves and the marine sanctuary) with tips from a specialised guide.
Exclusive, specialised guidance to make observing and learning about the
animals that little bit easier.
The incredible richness and diversity of a region nestled between mountain
and sea.
Original, quirky accommodation with sustainable credentials, committed to
supporting the natural Parks in working for ecotourism and with an ecofriendly approach (Clef Verte label).
'3 ecotourism stays at your own pace'

SELF-GUIDED STAYS (guide available as an add-on
option) – From €535/person

1/ WONDERS AND FINE-DINING IN THE FRENCH-ITALIAN NATURAL PARKS
An ecotourism stay to explore by foot and train between Alpi Marittime and
Mercantour.
The perfect stay for a slower pace of travelling by train, bus and bike. Two
ecotourism natural sites where the dolce vita beckons from both sides of
the border. Expect regional history, cuisine and cultural exchanges!
2/ SWEEPING LANDSCAPES AND PROTECTED SPACES
An ecotourism stay to explore by foot and train at the gateway to the
Mercantour National Park.
Nature's majesty will be on-hand to surprise walkers with the Gorges de
Daluis unfurling like a red ribbon through the eponymous valley. Visitors will
love the emphasis on ecotourism here, as well as the chance to experience
idyllic villages and local culture.
3/ INTRIGUE & FLAVOUR IN THE PRÉALPES D’AZUR
An ecotourism stay to explore by electric bike between the Alps and the
Mediterranean.
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Perched 1,000 metres high above the city of fragrance that is Grasse, the
sweeping Plateau de lʼ Esteron is home to a network of unique little trails
and paths to explore by electric bike. Other astonishing activities await
here, such as a tour of the Monts d'Azur biological reserve to see its
European bison.

Cycle sports – Legendary mountain passes

Horseback trekking in the Préalpes d’Azur

6 days of exceptional countryside, charm and cuisine
2015 period: from May to October 2015. Guided excursion with departures
on set dates only.
Level 2/4: for confident riders comfortable with all three gaits in
mountainous terrain (walking, trotting, cantering). 5 to 7 hours of riding
every day.
Rising up over 1,000 metres high in the foothills of the Alps overlooking the
Côte d’Azur and the Mediterranean, in the heart of the protected Préalpes
d’Azur natural regional park.
Embraced between sky and earth, this enthralling stay takes visitors on a
journey to discover the most majestic of landscapes, travelling back in
history to the days of yore, from the Neolithic Era to Napoleon.

Touring stay, 7 days/6 nights
This stay treats cyclists to an experience between sea and sky.
From the balconies overhanging the Mediterranean to Europe's highest
road, surprises follow in quick succession here, as cyclists are drawn along
quiet, little-known routes through three protected natural sites.
Over 600 km and 12,000 m of ascent and descent along the greatest of
legendary passes, cyclists discover local expertise and know-how as well as
regional produce.
A spectacular, challenging trip set against a backdrop of breath-taking
beauty for seasoned cyclists!
Experience the exceptional and diverse atmospheres of three protected
natural sites: the Mercantour National Park, the Parco Naturale delle Alpi
Marittime and the Préalpes d'Azur National Park.
Discover the legendary mountain passes as featured in the Tour de France.
Set meals to recharge your batteries and sample local specialities.
Europe's 'highest' road.
Where sea and mountain collide.
A support vehicle that trails the group every step of the way.
Cyclist-friendly accommodation and services (Alpes-Maritimes Cycling
Tourism Charter).
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The Echappées by the Préalpes d’Azur Natural Park are a collection of
day trips and short stays in the heart of a natural setting blessed with
incredible richness and diversity to discover the essence of the Préalpes
d’Azur through a variety of themes: artistic and nature-lover getaways,
exploring the underground world, sensations and discoveries.
Artistic and nature-lover getaways
Croc’olive : the olive tree and its many facets. Olives in their natural state,
olive cultivation, olive tasting and decorating with olives.
Travel journal: discover the region's colours, fragrances and flavours by
creating an artist's scrapbook and sampling a glass of local wine.
Of roots and men: get back to the roots of the Préalpes d’Azur, meeting the
local men and women of yesteryear and today.
Exploring the underground world
An intra-terrestrial adventure: an introduction to the secret world of caves,
underground springs and rivers in the Préalpes d’Azur.
Upside-down and topsy-turvy: an 'airborne' hike through the ruins at
Castellaras and an 'underground' walk through a via souterrata - a unique
way of bringing history to life and exploring the centre of the earth!
The secrets of water and rock: discover the limestone plateaux of SaintVallier's, a rocky, stony landscape shaped by water and Man.
Sensations and discoveries
Vertigo and balance: a climbing hike to Le Baou above the village of SaintJeannet and an open-air yoga session to ground your energy.
Take your breath away: journey through space and time, from mountain
ridges to vales around the Clue de Saint-Auban - adrenaline rushes, high
emotion and landscapes to take your breath away!
Book and buy tickets online: www.pnr-prealpesdazur.fr

We love
- « Refuge Bayasse » - Ubaye Valley www.refuge-bayasse.fr
- « la Croix Saint Jean » – guest house in Valberg
www.chambresdhotesvalberg.com
- « le Goût des Mets de l'hôtel Pascal » - restaurant in Allos
www.hotel-pascal.com
- « Auberge de Mestre Elie », hameau de Bouchanières - Haut Var,
www.pays-de-guillaumes.fr/it/restaurants/264-auberge-de-mestre-eliebouchanieres

2015 news
In partnership with the Mercantour National Park, Destination Merveilles has
been approved by the European Charter for Sustainable Tourism
Based in Villeneuve-Loubet (06), travel agency Destination Merveilles
specialises in walking holidays in France and abroad and has just obtained
European Charter for Sustainable Development approval under section 3.
Alongside the Mercantour National Park, travel agency Destination
Merveilles has committed to implementing a process designed to improve
its sustainable development credentials and to participate in the
development of sustainable tourism products and services. A national
commission approved its policy in December 2014.
As a member of the Mercantour Ecotourism association, the Sentiers Croisés
and ATD [Action for Sustainable Tourism] networks, Destination Merveilles
has long worked for sustainable tourism on a local and national scale.
Along with the Rando Passion agency (ECST approval granted in June
2014) based in Barcelonnette in the Ubaye valley, 2 travel agencies have
now pledged to work hand-in-hand with the Mercantour National Park
towards this goal.
www.destination-merveilles.com www.mercantour.eu
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A few balades to see the
mountains from the sea
 FROM CAPE TO CAPE
CAP MARTIN (3 KM)
45 minutes of typical vegetation along a seaside path. You are invited to
follow in the footsteps of Nietzsche and especially Le Corbusier, whose
architectural concept of the “Cabanon” can clearly be seen on this route.
www.roquebrune-cap-martin.com
CAP D’AIL (3.6 KM)
A magnificent and inspirational path linking Plage de la Mala to Plage
Marquet. This coastal walk of approximately one hour reveals the richness
of the flora, the geology, and the architecture of “Belle Époque” villas.
www.cap-dail.com
CAP FERRAT (11 KM OF COASTAL PATHS)
2½hrs around for the Tour of the Millionaires’ Peninsula, a real haven of
tranquillity with sumptuous villas. Do not miss the Promenade de la Saint
Hospice (45 minutes) surrounded with Aleppo pine trees. Another path
(around 1 hour) connects Anse Lilong to the Plage de Passable. Shallow
inlets and limestone cliffs with luxuriant vegetation provide a backdrop to
this walk.
www.saintjeancapferrat.fr

 THE ISLANDS OF LERINS
The islands of St-Honorat and Ste-Marguerite form the archipelago Les Îles
de Lérins off Cannes. The island of Saint-Honorat is separated from the
island of Sainte Marguerite by a channel around 500 m wide, the ‘plateau
du milieu’, or the ‘Friuli’. Saint-Marguerite is the greater of the two Islands. It
covers 210 hectares, including 170 ha of forest, 700 m from La Croisette
point.
Peace and rest in a 20-minute boat ride from the city of the most famous
festival! Île-Saint Honorat and the Abbey of Saint-Honorat.
This monastery, founded in 410 by Saint Honorat, was one of the most
important places of the 5th and 7th century Western Christianity for centuries.
It now hosts a Community of Cistercian Monks producing liqueurs (Lérina)
and wine.
The Community currently living at Lérins Monastery consists of 21 monks from
varying cultural horizons. Their way of life is communal, with days structured
by prayer, work, studies and hospitality. All are part of a congregation of
monasteries, Lérins being the “mother house”. It is now possible to enjoy
retreats in the heart of the monastery or simply walk there and enjoy dinner
during a day on this Island.
Www.abbayedelerins.com

CAP D’ANTIBES (2.7 KM)
An exceptional coastal walk (about 1h30) along a wild, wave-battered
stretch of coast. Bordered by Aleppo pines, this walk takes you to the
Southern tip of the peninsula between Antibes and Juan-les-Pins and its
sanctuary Notre-Dame de la Garoupe, revealing some of the finest
panoramas of the Côte d’Azur.
www.antibesjuanlespins.com
CAP DE NICE (1,5 KM)
Coastal walk between Nice (Coco Beach) & Villefranche-sur-mer (Port de
la Darse).
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THREE EXCEPTIONAL MOUNTAIN
ROUTES
THE VALLEY OF MARVELS – AN OPEN-AIR MUSEUM CLASSIFIED AS A
HISTORICAL MONUMENT!
This is the one of the most important prehistoric drawing sites in Europe,
found on coloured stone slabs at the foot of Mont Bégo (2872 metres), the
"ciappe". More than 100,000 engravings from the dawn of history have
been discovered, 30,000 of these listed by Henry de Lumey, mostly dating
from the Bronze Age.
Fontanalba, like the Valley of Marvels, is an exceptional open-air
archaeological site, with thousands of prehistoric drawings listed. It is also a
very pleasant and relatively easy walk, leading to several high-altitude
lakes, the haunt of chamois and mountain goats.
→ More info: The Departmental Museum of Marvels is situated at Tende. It
was opened in 1996 to highlight the exceptional archaeological wealth of
this previously unexplored area. In it, find, on 1,000 m² of permanent and
temporary exibitions all on the original local engravings of the Valley of
Marvels.


Characteristic of journey: Saint-Dalmas-de-Tende / 66 km from the coast. /
Starting alt. 1380 m.
Climb + 1000 m + / descent -1000 m / duration 8hrs / difficulty average /
period advised: June to October.
www.randoxygene.org

 L’AUTHION – THE HERITAGE OF WAR
From the Napoleonic wars to the most recent worldwide conflict, the site of
L’Authion, with its many ruined forts (Mille Fourches, Plan Caval plan, La
Forca, Pointe des Trois Communes), recalls the tragic events of war that
unfolded there. Today, a peaceful grazing area with an inspirational circuit,
the Plateau de L’Authion is especially conducive to a family bike ride. The
exceptional panorama throughout the journey provides views of the
Eastern part of the Massif du Mercantour and the final foothills of the Alps,
which plunge down to the Mediterranean. In return, a small detour by
Vacherie de Mantégas offers a shady incursion into the Massif de Turini.
Characteristic of the journey: Bollène-Vésubie / 60 km from the coast. /
Starting alt. 1604 m / length 15 km / climb + 500 m / descent -500 m /
duration 2½hrs / difficulty sporting
www.randoxygene.org

 VALBERG – MONT MOUNIER (ASTRONOMY TOUR)
In 1873, a team of researchers arrived on the slopes, taking notes on the
suitability building a small observatory, which finally saw the light of day in
1893 through Mr Bischoffsheim. A few of its ruins still remain on Petit Mounier.
The highest limestone massif in Alpes-Maritimes, Le Mounier is certainly the
one of the best viewpoints of all the Southern Alps. This is also a botanist’s
paradise, with an exceptional flora that can easily be admired without
being picked!
Characteristic of the journey: Valberg / 82 km from the coast. / Start alt.
1748 m / climb + 1100 m / descent -1100 M / duration 6hrs / difficulty Alpine
/ advised period: July to October.
www.randoxygene.org
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GR (GRANDES RANDONNEES)
GR4 - HAUTE-PROVENCE FROM GRASSE TO PONT-ST ESPRIT
This route follows the Southern Préalpes as far as the Gorges du Verdon. It
passes across high limestone plateaux and carries you along rivers (Loup
and Estéron) which have cut through the mountains to forming picturesque
hollows and wild gorges. This route can be completed in 3-4 days
depending on the length of the stages. Topo-guide of FF Randonnée: Ref.
401 "Haute Provence via the Gorges du Verdon".
GR5: LARCHE TO NICE
The GR 5 or European Grand Randonnée path E2 connects the North Sea
to the Mediterranean Sea. More than 1500 km long, it starts in Rotterdam in
the Netherlands and ends in Nice, France, passing through Belgium,
Luxembourg and Switzerland. To travel along this path in the Alpes
Maritimes is to cross in just a few days the celebrated tops of the Parc
National du Mercantour, the preferred site of mountain goats, and
chamois, coming eventually to the olive groves of the Nice hills bordering
the Mediterranean Sea. It is also to find out how the diversity of landscapes
and lifestyles is at the origin of the identity of a land, that of the former
county (comté) of Nice. This route can be completed in 10-11 days
depending on the length of the stages.
Topo-guide of FF Randonnée: Ref. 507 "Crossing the Mercantour”
GR52: VALDEBLORE TO MENTON
The GR 52 passes from North to South through Parc National du Mercantour
to the Mediterranean at Menton. This route is the most alpine in AlpesMaritimes, taking in celebrated passes such as Pas des Ladres, Pas du Mont
Colomb and the crossing of many lakes and mountain refuges, and finally
arriving against the blue background of the Mediterranean in Menton. It
also takes you through the traces of our most distant ancestors in the Valley
of Marvels, where 6,000 years the ancient people immortalised their beliefs
on stone. This route can be completed in 10-11 days, depending on the
length of the stages.
Topo-guide of FF Randonnée: Ref. 507 "Crossing the Mercantour”

GR52A – PANORAMA OF MERCANTOUR, FROM COLMARS TO COL DE TENDE
This evocatively-named GR runs along the southern boundary of Parc
National du Mercantour through medium-height mountain massifs. This
route is a trail of discovery of the high country through six different valleys:
Colmars and its fortifications, the Val d’Entraunes and its pastoral scenery,
Roure and its red rocks, Saorge overlooking the Roya Valley, and La Brigue,
fiefs of the Lascaris family. This route can be completed 15 days depending
on the length of the stages.
Topo-guide of FF Randonnée: Ref. 507 "Crossing the Mercantour”

GR653A – CHEMIN DE COMPOSTELLE, MENTON TO ARLES
The most recent our Grand Randonnée routes, the GR653a or Aurelian
Way, running from Menton to Théoule-sur-Mer in the Alpes-Maritimes.
Running parallel the GR51 from Menton to Gattières, it avoids the climb up
the plateaux’ edge to reach Théoule-sur-Mer via Vence, Roquefort-les-Pins
and Mouans-Sartoux. It extends naturally from Arles via the GR653 and its
variants to Saint-Jacques-de-Compostelle by the Col du Somport. Beyond
Menton, it allows onward travel to Rome via the Ligurian Way and then the
ancient Via Francigena.

TO DISCOVER ALSO - THE VIA ALPINA
Along 5 international routes ( from Monaco to Trieste on the Adriatic coast),
through the eight lands of the Alpine Arch (France, Switzerland, Italy,
Austria) there are 341 stages and more than 5000 km of pathways which
are open to you to discover the natural and cultural heritage of the Alps.
Perfectly marked out, with welcoming stage points offering gîtes and
covered accommodation, these routes are not technically difficult and are
accessible to all hikers. The Via Alpina passes villages in Alpes-Maritimes
Département, including Peillon, Sospel, Saint-Martin-Vésubie &c.
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See products on
www.cotedazur-tourisme.com
There are lots of ways to book a sport and nature stay on the Côte d’Azur:
The www.cotedazur-tourisme.com website covers a range of sports holiday
options, from hiking and trails to cycle tourism, mountain-biking, canyoning
and golf, as well as holidays that focus on well-being or family fun.
Some 'specialised' tour operators offer set destination packages: Vélorizons,
Allibert Trekking, etc.

The département's Qualité Tourisme
labelled service providers

The Côte d’Azur is actively involved in acquiring Open-Air Nature Activities (APN)
Qualité Tourisme labels in order to better meet the needs of clients who are
mountain enthusiasts. The Alpes-Maritimes département leads the way in terms of
the number of APN service providers it boasts who have committed to the Quality
Tourism Plan on a national scale. Many activities are represented across the
département, from aerial sports to white water activities, hiking and climbing,

cycling and mountain-biking.
Around thirty qualified, state-certified guides or monitors offer winter
activities across the Alpes-Maritimes département. Visitors can find out
more about the services they provide at: www.cotedazur-tourisme.com

CRT Riviera Côte d'Azur - Photographe : Pierre BEHAR
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Free guides
The Randoxygènes collection and
the Alpes-Maritimes by bike guides
Les guides Randoxygènes
The Alpes-Maritimes General Council and the CRT Côte d’Azur bring you a
series of practical guides available FREE to all those seeking to explore the
Alpes-Maritimes through different sports and activities. Discover the area
through hiking, trail running, mountain-biking, horse-riding, canyoning, or
through cleared areas such as via ferratas, etc.
These guides are available from tourism offices.
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HIKING ALONG THE ROUTE NAPOLÉON

CARTE DES ITINÉRAIRES

TOURISTIQUES DANS LES
ALPES-MARITIMES

MAP OF TOURIST ITINERARIES
IN THE ALPES-MARITIMES
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